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Champlain Community Services Joins New Collaborative
(Colchester VT) Champlain Community Services (CCS), a Colchester-based

developmental services agency, announces it recently joined in a new collaboration

agreement with five other Vermont nonprofits. The partnership creates areas of formal

and informal collaboration among the agencies that promise operational efficiencies

while strengthening pursuit of shared missions.

CCS joins ARIS Solutions (the shared business office for the collaboration),

Families First of Southern Vermont, Lincoln Street, Green Mountain Support Services

(formerly Sterling Area Services), and Upper Valley Services in a collaboration

specifically designed “to ensure that people with disabilities are included in the fabric of

Vermont society.”

Elizabeth Sightler, executive director at CCS, said, “There’s something about

being smaller agencies that makes it important to share resources. While our specialties

may differ, a commitment to working toward greater inclusion in our communities is a

value we all share.”

Sightler said the agencies have worked together for years, but jointly decided to

forge a more official collaboration. Formal collaboration centers around: a shared

business office for all financial and administrative services, electronic health records,

psychiatric and crisis services, training, and shared expertise in high tech medical,

complex behavioral issues, children’s services, and supported employment. Less formal

collaboration draws on the “collective wisdom” of the partners regarding advocacy,

principles of smallness, and clinical and practical experience grounded in shared values.

Citing pressures on both Vermont’s health care systems and the State budget,

Sightler said the partnership is a powerful example of how nonprofits work hard to

efficiently deliver services in Vermont communities. “The agencies that are parties to this

collaboration represent nearly 20 percent of the State’s total investment in developmental

services,” she said. “Our principles of smallness and geographic coverage make us

nimble enough to offer effective and individualized services close to home,” Sightler



said. “Finding areas to share administrative costs means we do that very efficiently on

behalf of all Vermonters.”

The agreement also lays out a number of areas for future collaboration.

CCS is in its 48th year of providing developmental services to individuals with

intellectual and developmental disabilities. More information is available on its website at

www.ccs-vt.org.
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